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Our Awards

Innopage is a multi-award winning 

mobile app developer and UX/UI 

design consultant.

We have solid experience in mobile 

apps development. Since 2010, we 

have developed over 300 apps for 

various industries.

About Us
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UX is everything. It’s the way you experience the 
world, your life, the service, an app or a 
computer system - but it’s a system that’s 
everything.

- Don Norman
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Co-founder and Principal Emeritus of Nielsen Norman Group



Brief history of UX 
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1950s Henry Dreyfuss designed products for human
“On the other hand, if people are made safer, more comfortable, 

more eager to purchase, more efficient—or just plain happier—by 

contact with the product, then the designer has succeeded.”
- Designing for People  by Henry Dreyfuss

1966 Disney was the user experience pioneer
“...always in the state of becoming, a place where the latest 

technology can be used to improve the lives of people.”
- Walt Disney introducing  “The Florida Project”

Source: The Fascinating History of UX Design: A Definitive Timeline, Walt Disney: The World’s First UX Designer by Joseph Dickerson

https://careerfoundry.com/en/blog/ux-design/the-fascinating-history-of-ux-design-a-definitive-timeline/
https://uxmag.com/articles/walt-disney-the-worlds-first-ux-designer
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1995 Donald Norman gives UX Design a name
“I invented the term because I thought human interface and 

usability were extremely good. I wanted to cover all aspects of the 

person's experience with the system including industrial design 

graphics, the interface, the physical interaction and the manual. 

Since then the term has spread widely, so much so that it is 

starting to gain its meaning.”
- Don Norman, Principal Emeritus, Nielsen Norman Group
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Highlights from Don Norman

● Always think of the PEOPLE (end user)

● The real GOAL of people

● Find and solve the fundamental root PROBLEM

● Everything is interconnected, think as a SYSTEM

Principal Emeritus, Nielsen Norman Group

Don Norman









3 main phases of Human-centered Design
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Inspiration

Implementation

Ideation
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Understand people

Observe their lives

Hear their hopes and desires

Generate tons of ideas

Identify opportunities for design

Test and refine solutions

Bring solution to life

3 main phases of Human-centered Design

Inspiration Ideation Implementation



Source: https://measuringu.com/ucd-and-design-thinking/
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Human Interface Guideline
iOS

Material Design
Android

iOS and Android Design Guideline

Source: Human Interface Guidelines by Apple Inc., Material Design by Google

https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/
https://developer.apple.com/design/human-interface-guidelines/
https://material.io/design
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Why we should follow Design Guideline?

Non-native design might 

cause development 

problems. e.g. OS or 

hardware update

Effective

Get a consistent look-and-feel 

across applications running

on the same OS

ConsistentEfficient  

Requires lower effort; 

Do not need to invent and test 

all-new UI elements
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